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A density-functional theory of ferromagnetism in heterostructures of compound semiconductors doped with
magnetic impurities is presented. The variable functions in the density-functional theory are the charge and
spin densities of the itinerant carriers and the charge and localized spins of the impurities. The theory is applied
to study the Curie temperature of planar heterostructures of III-V semiconductors doped with manganese
atoms. The mean-field, virtual-crystal and effective-mass approximations are adopted to calculate the electronic
structure, including the spin-orbit interaction, and the magnetic susceptibilities, leading to the Curie tempera-
ture. By means of these results, we attempt to understand the observed dependence of the Curie temperature of
planard-doped ferromagnetic structures on variation of their properties. We predict a large increase of the
Curie temperature by additional confinement of the holes in ad-doped layer of Mn by a quantum well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in ferromagnetic III-V semiconductors lies both
fundamental physics and potentially useful technological
plications utilizing spins.1 The growth of Ga12xMnxAs, a
ferromagnetic III-V semiconductor,2–6 has raised the basi
problems of the origin of the ferromagnetism and of the s
transport properties. In contrast to the much-studied M
doped II-VI materials,7 Mn acts as an acceptor in GaAs s
that Ga12xMnxAs has free holes that are thought to be
sponsible for the high Curie temperature2 TC of 110 K for
x50.054. Progress in ‘‘spintronics’’ is made by the rece
demonstrations of the injection of a spin-polarized curr
from both ferromagnetic metals8–11 and magnetic
semiconductors12,13 into a semiconductor.

The Zener model of ferromagnetism for a bulk alloy
~III-V ! semiconductors,14,15 linking the Curie temperature
with the spin susceptibility of the mobile holes, forms
framework for understanding the dependence of the fe
magnetism on various properties of the system, including
hole density and the Mn concentration. The semiconduc
afford an opportunity to change the properties to affect
ferromagnetism, for example, by optical excitation of t
carriers16 and by field-effect control.17 Engineering the band
gap profiles of planar heterostructures of the III-V semico
ductors and the doping can also vary the factors influenc
the ferromagnetic order. In experiments18 in a double quan-
tum well of Ga12xAsxMn/Ga12xAsxAl, the coupling be-
tween the two magnetic layers is observed to depend on
the thickness and the composition of the nonmagn
barrier.

A different kind of planar system, the so-called digit
ferromagnetic heterostructure, has been introduced
Kawakami et al.19 This system consists of a sequence
atomic monolayers of Ga12xMnxAs ~with x50.25 and 0.5!
separated by several layers of GaAs. Thisd-doping20 struc-
ture displays a transition temperature that is a decrea
function of the distance between the magnetic layers. At
shortest distance reported,TC is around 50 K.19 At a large
interlayer distance, the layers are decoupled andTC reaches a
0163-1829/2001/64~23!/235323~8!/$20.00 64 2353
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value of around 35 K. Single layer samples also sh
ferromagnetism.21

In this paper we provide a theoretical framework to stu
ferromagnetism in planar heterostructures of ferromagn
III-V semiconductors. The model combines the standard p
cedure to calculate the electronic structure of planar se
conductor heterostructures in the envelope-function form
ism with a mean-field theory for the ferromagnetic state. O
goal is to understand the interplay of confinement, spin-o
interaction, and close packing of Mn atoms in the ferroma
netic digital heterostructures. Keeping the theories of
electronic structure and ferromagnetism simple, enable u
study the effects of varying the system configurations, deg
of interdiffusion, and carrier compensation. We apply t
theory to calculations of the electronic structure andTC for
the case of single and multiple digital layers of Ga12xAsxMn
and for the additional confinement effect by a quantum w
of a Mn layer. We show that the behavior of the double lay
as a function of the layer separation is essentially that
more than two layers.

Our model is an extension to the case of planar hete
structures of the Zener model for bulk alloys of~III-V ! fer-
romagnetic semiconductors.14,15 It is convenient to express
the problem of the localized spins and the carrier spins in
inhomogeneous system in terms of the density-functio
theory.22 It expresses the Curie temperature in terms of
carrier-spin susceptibility of the doped semiconductor, tak
into account the spin-orbit interaction of the holes. Such
extension involves two technical refinements, compared
the bulk case. First, as confinement breaks the translati
invariance along the growth axisz, the susceptibility be-
comes a function of two variablesx(z,z8), rather than one of
(z2z8). In order to determineTC in a planar heterostructur
we have to solve an integral equation whose kernel cont
the nonlocal spin susceptibilityx(z,z8). The derivation of
the integral equation from the density-functional theory
given in Sec. II. Second, as explained in Sec. III, the cal
lation of the electronic structure of the holes in a plan
heterostructure involves the solution of the self-consist
Schrödinger equation.23 The calculation of the subbands, fo
the in-plane motion, is made using the Lutting
©2001 The American Physical Society23-1
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J. FERNÁNDEZ-ROSSIER AND L. J. SHAM PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 235323
Hamiltonian,24 which includes the spin-orbit interaction. Ou
calculations address the regime in which both the Mn den
cM and the carrier densityp are high. This implies that sev
eral subbands are occupied. Therefore, our calculations
clude both spin-orbit interaction and multiple subbands,
contrast with previous work.25–28

In Sec. IV we apply the formalism to the case of a sing
digital layer of Ga12xAsxMn embedded in GaAs. From th
calculated electronic structure for different values of the
gree of compensation and the interdiffusion of the Mn,
find that the calculatedTC is an increasing function the den
sity of holes and a decreasing function of the interdiffus
of the magnetic impurities. In Sec. V, we investigate t
change inTC as a function of the interlayer distance betwe
two layers in order to understand the observed behavio
multilayers of Mn for different degrees of compensation a
interdiffusion. Our numerical results for two layers, whic
are very similar to those for up to five layers, reproduce
main features of the experimental results. A remarkable
sult is found in Sec. VI where the calculatedTC for a digital
layer inside a quantum well is found to increase dramatic
by the additional quantum-well confinement, compared
just the confinement due to the Mn layer in Sec. IV.
Sec. VII we put our results in perspective and draw so
conclusions.

II. DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL FORMULATION FOR
MAGNETISM IN HETEROSTRUCTURES

The observed effects of ferromagnetism in Mn-dop
III-V semiconductors appear to be consistent with the mic
scopic mechanism of indirect Mn-Mn spin interaction me
ated by the mobile holes via the exchange interaction
tween the hole and the magnetic moment of the localized
electrons of the Mn impurity. A common model for the bu
system, which we shall adopt, consists of a quantu
degenerate gas of fermions that interact, via a con
Heisenberg exchange interaction, with the local magn
moments of Mn. The random array of Mn impurities is r
placed by a homogeneous distribution and the exchange
teraction is reduced correspondingly. This procedure
dubbed the virtual crystal approximation.7 The exchange
coupling between Mn and the holes is treated in the me
field approximation.15

The study of heterostructures of semiconductorsd doped
with manganese, calls for an extension of the virtual crys
and mean-field approximations to an inhomogeneous di
bution of Mn. We formulate the theory of magnetism of t
inhomogeneous system in terms of the density-functio
theory, extended to include the spin densities and to fi
temperature.22 The free energy of the system of Mn spins a
holes as a functional of the density and spin-density dis
butions of the Mn spins and the hole carriers is separated
three contributions;

F5FM1Eh1EhM , ~1!

respectively, of Mn spins, the holes, and the Mn-hole int
action. The free energy of the Mn-spin system alone is
23532
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FM@cM~r !,M ~r !#5E d3rcM~r !@ f 0„M ~r !…1 1
2 JMM2~r !#

1 1
2 E d3r E d3r 8cM~r !cM~r 8!

3M ~r !•JMM~r ,r 8!•M ~r 8!]. ~2!

The number density of the Mn is denoted bycM(r ) and
M (r ) is the spin expectation per Mn atom~in units of \).
The noninteracting part of the free energy per Mn spin
given by

f 0~M !5kBTF Mb2 lnH sinh~S1 1
2 !b

sinh
b

2
J G , ~3!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,S5 5
2 is the spin of Mn

andb5b(M ) is related to the inverse of the usual Brillou
function

M5~S1 1
2 !coth@~S1 1

2 !b#2 1
2 coth~ 1

2 b!. ~4!

The second term in the integral of Eq.~2! takes into account
only the short-range Heisenberg exchange between
spins.JM has the dimension of energy. In GaAs it is believ
to be antiferromagnetic.15 The third term accounts for the
long-range dipole interactionJMM(r ,r 8) and is found to be
negligible.

The temperature range under study is sufficiently l
compared with the Fermi temperature of the holes that
hole free energy will be taken as the usual ground-state
ergy functionalEh@p(r ),S(r )#,22 wherep(r ) is the hole den-
sity andS(r ) the spin density. The interaction between ho
is included in the Hartree approximation in the calculation
the subbands. As the density of holes is very high, the
change and correlation potential in the local-density appro
mation is of minor importance.

The Mn-hole interaction term is given by

EhM@p~r !,S~r !;cM~r !,M ~r !#

52E d3r E d3r 8p~r !u~r2r 8!@cM~r 8!2cc~r 8!#

1JE d3rcM~r !M ~r !•S~r !. ~5!

The first term on the right side of the equation is the attr
tive potential provided by the Mn donors to the holes w
u(r2r 8) being the Coulomb interaction. The experimen2

shows compensation of the acceptors, which are believe
be antisite impurities. The compensating impurity concen
tion cc(r ) is taken into account. The second term is the ho
spin interaction with the Mn spin, for which we use the sim
plest mean-field approximation. Functional terms beyond
mean field might be constructed from theory, such as, R
29–31. The hole-Mn spin interactionJ has the dimension o
energy volume.

In the mean-field and virtual-crystal approximations, t
model describes the hole carriers interacting with an eff
3-2
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THEORY OF FERROMAGNETISM IN PLANAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 235323
tive magnetic field produced by the localized Mn impuriti
and vice versa. The variational result of the free-energy fu
tional with respect to both the magnetization of the Mn i
purities and the magnetization of the hole carriers shows
interdependence of the two magnetizations. Each is gove
by the effective magnetic field generated by the other. T
have to be determined selfconsistently. We report here o
the work on the transition temperature. Theoretical fin
magnetization studies are being carried out. Close to the
rie temperature, the magnetizations are small. The free
ergy is a quadratic functional of the two magnetizations. I
planar heterostructure with the growth axis alongz, there is
translational invariance along thex-y plane in the effective
mass approximation so that quantities depend only onz. The
free-energy functional per unit area is then

F@p~z!,S~z!;cM~z!,M ~z!#

5F@p~z!,cM~z!#1 1
2 E dzcM~z!F 3kBT

S~S11!
1JM G

3Ma~z!21JE dzcM~z!Ma~z!Sa~z!

1 1
2 E dzE dz8Sa~z!Ka~z,z8!Sa~z8!. ~6!

The first termF@p(z),cM(z)# is the density functional for
the holes at zero magnetization including the impurity pot
tial @Eh in Eq. ~1! and second line of Eq.~5!#. Charge neu-
trality determines the total number of holes

E
2`

`

p~z!dz5E
2`

`

@cM~z!2cc~z!#dz. ~7!

The first quadratic term inM is the smallM limit of Eq. ~3!.
The coefficient ofM2 is the inverse susceptibility of the fre
Mn spins. The next term is the Mn hole exchange interact
term@last line in Eq.~5!#. The last term in~6! is the magnetic
energy of the holes in the small magnetization limit.22 The
kernel of the integral,Ka(z,z8), is the inverse of the nonlo
cal hole-spin susceptibility22 x

E dyKa~z,y!xa~y,z8!5d~z2z8!. ~8!

For simplicity, we assume that the magnetization axis
the same in all the points of the sample. We have conside
two situations, namely, the magnetization of bothMa(z)
and Sa(z) pointing along the growth axisa5z or in plane
a5x.

Minimization of the energy functional~6! with respect to
the magnetizations leads to two coupled equations forMa(z)
andSa(z):

cM~z!H F 3kBT

S~S11!
1JM G1JSa~z!J 50, ~9!

E dz8Ka~z,z8!Sa~z8!1JcM~z!Ma~z!50. ~10!
23532
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Ma(z)5Sa(z)50 are always a solution, corresponding
the stable state only in the paramagnetic phase. The C
temperature is the highest temperature at which Eqs.~9! and
~10! have nonzero solutions. Elimination ofSa(z) from Eqs.
~9! and ~10! by Eq. ~8! leads to an integral equation for th
Curie temperatureTC

Ma~z!cM~z!

5
cM~z!S~S11!J2

3~kBTC1kBTM !
E dzxa~z,z8!cM~z8!Ma~z8!

~11!

where kBTM[S(S11)JM/3. The factor cM(z) is left in
place on both sides of the equation to signify the existenc
the magetizationM (z) only in regions of finitecM(z). Equa-
tion ~11!, which relatesTC with the nonlocal spin suscepti
bility of the holes for a given planar heterostructur
xa(z,z8), is a generalization of the Weiss mean-field equ
tions to inhomogeneous spin densities. Equation~11! extends
Eqs.~10!–~12! of Ref. 26 to include multiple subband occu
pation and spin-orbit interaction.

III. NONLOCAL SUSCEPTIBILITY

The calculation of the Curie temperature for the plan
heterostructure involves the solution of the integral Eq.~11!,
whose kernel contains the nonlocal spin susceptibility. In t
section we briefly describe our calculation of the electro
structure and the nonlocal-spin susceptibility for a rath
general planar heterostructure characterized by a profile
the Mn impuritiescM(z), the profile of the compensatin
impuritiescc(z) ~antisites!, and a band-gap profile that cre
ates a potential for the holesVi(z).

For a given density profile, we solve the Poisson equat
and obtain the electrostatic potentialVel , which, together
with a band-gap potentialVi(z), defines the effective mas
Hamiltonian23,24 for the envelope function of the holes

Heff5HLS k,
1

i

]

]zD1V~z!, ~12!

wherek is the in-plane wave vector,V(z)5Vi(z)1Vel(z),
HL is the standard 434 Luttinger Hamiltonian, with param-
etersg1 , ḡ[0.5(g21g3), and m[0.5(g32g2). We adopt
the cylindrical approximationabout the growth axis,23 i.e.,
taking m50 in the Luttinger Hamiltonian. This approxima
tion has the advantage thatek,n does only depend onk
[uku. The physical properties involve angular integrati
over k about z so that the deviations from the cylindrica
approximations are very small.32

The subbandsek,n and the corresponding eigenstat
ck,n(z) are given by the solution of the set of four couple
second-order differential equations;

(
m52

3
2

3
2 FHn,m

eff S k,
1

i

]

]zD1V~z!dn,mGFm
k,n~z!5ek,nFn

k,n~z!,

~13!
3-3
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J. FERNÁNDEZ-ROSSIER AND L. J. SHAM PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 235323
where

@F3/2
k,n~z!,F1/2

k,n~z!,F21/2
k,n ~z!,F23/2

k,n ~z!#5ck,n~z! ~14!

are the four components of the wave functionck,n(z). Equa-
tion ~13! is solved with the minibandk•p method.23 We first
solve theuku50 case, in which the equations are decoup
into two ordinary Schro¨dinger equations corresponding
the light and the heavy holes. These havenh and nl bound
states, evaluated by transforming the one-dimensional Sc¨-
dinger equation into a tridiagonal matrix eigenvalue probl
that is solved numerically.33 The uku50 solutions form a
basis set with the 2nh statescnh(1,0,0,0), andcnh(0,0,0,1)
and the 2nl statescn l(0,1,0,0) andcn l(0,0,1,0). The finite
uku eigenergiesek,n and eigenstatesck,n(z) are obtained in
terms of the basis set as the solutions of Eq.~13! as theN
3N secular determinant problem, whereN52(nh1nl). The
hole density is given by

p~z!5(
n
E d2k

~2p!2
f ~ek,n!uck,n~z!u2 ~15!

where f (e) is the Fermi-Dirac occupation function, th
Fermi level being fixed so that the charge-neutrality con
tion is met. The hole densityp(z) and the potentialV(z) are
determined by iteration to self-consistency.

The nonlocal-spin susceptibility is then given by

xa~z,z8!5(
n
E d2k

~2p!2 F ] f ~ek,n!

]ek,n
Sk,n,n

a ~z!Sk,n,n
a ~z8!

1 (
n8Þn

Sk,n,n8
a

~z!
f „en~k!…2 f „en8~k!…

en~k!2en8~k!

3Sk,n8,n
a

~z8!G , ~16!

wherea5(x,y,z) and the spin matrix elements are given

Sk,n8,n
a

~z!5^ck,n8~z!uSauck,n~z!&, ~17!

where the angular brackets denote the expectation value
the spin degrees of freedom of the hole statesck,n(z). In the
absence of spin-orbit interaction, the spin matrix eleme
would be independent of the in-plane momentumk. More-
over, due to the interplay between the spin-orbit interact
and confinement, the nonlocal-spin susceptibility takes
ferent values for in-plane and off-plane orientation. If t
spin-orbit interaction was the only source of anisotropy, o
calculation could determine the easy axis. Other source
anisotropy, such as, shape anisotropy, are not considere
our calculation. In the calculations reported in this paper,
assume an in-plane magnetization, guided by the experim
tal result.19

IV. SINGLE DIGITAL LAYER

In this section we present the results of our calculations
the electronic structure and the Curie temperatureTC for
23532
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GaAs doped with a single digital Mn layer o
(Ga0.5Mn0.5)As, as in the experiments. In an ideald doping,
the Mn atoms occupy a single atomic plane. In the real s
tem, Mn atoms undergo interdiffusion to occupy several la
ers. We assume that the compensating impurities are clo
associated with the Mn atoms and assume their distribut
to have the same shape

cM~z!

aM
5

cc~z!

ac
5(

n

1

D
e2(na/D)2

d~z2na!, ~18!

whereac and aM lead, respectively, to the total concentr
tions of Mn, cM and of the compensating impuritiescc so
that the density of holes isp5cM2cc . Hence, for a given
Mn concentrationcM , a single layer is characterized b
(D,p)

In the limit of D50, we recover the ideald-doping case,
cM(z)5c0d(z). Then, Eq.~11! can be solved analytically a

kBTC5 1
3 cMS~S11!J2x~0,0!2kBTM . ~19!

The dynamics of the holes is contained inx(0,0). We see
thatTC doesnot depend on the sign of the hole Mn exchan
interactionJ. On the other hand,2kBTM , proportional to the
direct Mn-Mn interaction, if antiferromagnetic (JM.0), de-
creasesthe Curie temperature, as expected. In the case
random alloy of Ga12xAsxMn, JM is found negligible15 be-
cause the distance between the Mn impurities is rather h
In contrast, the in-plane average distance between the M
much shorter in the digital heterostructure. However, an
curate value for bothJ andJM is not known. Hereafter, we
set5 JM50 andJ5150 meV nm3.

In the left panel of Fig. 1 we plot the self-consistent p
tential for the holes corresponding to a single digital lay
with D50.5 nm andp51.331013 cm22, together with the
energy levels for the light and the heavy holes. In the rig
panel we plot the subbands for the in-plane motion of

FIG. 1. Left panel: self-consistent potential for a single digi
layer with D50.5 nm and p51.331013 cm22, including the
heavy-hole~HH! and light-hole~LH! levels. Right panel: hole sub
bands. The dashed line is the Fermi level.
3-4
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THEORY OF FERROMAGNETISM IN PLANAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 235323
holes. The dashed line indicates the Fermi level.
Ga0.5Mn0.5As, we havecM53.1331014 cm22. Even for a
density of holes at only 4.1% of the Mn concentration, th
subbands are occupied with holes. For this set of parame
the obtainedTc is 35 K the experimental value obtained b
Kawakamiet al.19

The spin-orbit interaction causes both the anticrossing
the nonparabolic shape of the hole subbands. As in the
case,15 the spin-orbit effect also reduces significantly the
fective magnetic coupling between Mn spins. Therefore, i
important to include spin orbit in the theory of ferroma
netism in planar heterostructures, an ingredient missing
previous papers for quantum wells.25–28

In Fig. 2 we showTC for a single layer, as a function o
the density of holes, for different values of the interdiffusi
parameterD and for a fixed value of the Mn concentratio
cM53.1331014 cm22. We take the magnetization to be
the plane of the layers in line with the experimen
result.19For each point we have calculated the electro
structure self-consistently and solved Eq.~11! to obtainTC .
The general trend is thatTC is an increasingfunction of the
density of holes. The lines are the best fit usingTc}pb. In
the inset we plotb as a function ofD. In a two-dimensional
system with parabolic bands, no spin-orbit interaction, a
no Coulomb interaction, we would have obtainedb50. Re-
markably,b in the single layer is even larger than the val
for bulk, b51/3.15

In Fig. 3 we plotTC for the same set of single layers, as
function of D, for different densities of holes. The mod
shows that interdiffusion reducesTC . For a fixed value ofJ,
there is a line in the plane (p,D) that gives the sameTC . In
the inset of Fig. 3 we plot that line for bothTC535 K and
TC560 K for J5150 meV nm3. The first ~35 K! corre-
sponds to the Curie temperature reported by Kawakamet
al.19 to yield an idea of what model parameters could d
scribe the experimental conditions. The second~60 K! has
been obtained for the same kind of heterostructures grow
slightly higher temperature.21

The results shown in this section are calculated assum
the easy axis to be in the plane. We also have calculatedTC

FIG. 2. TC as a function of density of holesp for D50, 0.5, 1.0,
1.5 and 2.0 nm~from top to bottom!. Inset:b as a function ofD for
the fit TC(p,D)}pb(D).
23532
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for a single digital layer, withD50 andp.1013 cm22, as-
suming an off-plane easy axis. It turns out thatTc is approxi-
mately 30% higher for the the easy axis perpendicular to
plane than in the plane. Altough further work is needed
clarify this point, it is possible that other sources of anis
ropy, absent in our theory, are reponsible for the obser
in-plane easy axis.

V. DOUBLE DIGITAL LAYER

In this section we report on our calculations of the ele
tronic structure andTC for two identical digital layers, sepa
rated byN monolayers of GaAs, so that the interlayer d
tance isd5N30.2825 nm. Both layers are described by E
~18!. We choose a point in the (D,p) parameter space, s
that, for very larged, the calculatedTC is close to the ex-
perimental value of 35 K. Then we calculateTC(d) for
smaller values ofd.

The results are shown in Fig. 4 for two cases: (D
50.5 nm, p51.331013 cm22) ~left panel! and (D
51.5 nm, p5331013 cm22) ~right panel!. The theoretical
results obtained with the first case give a better fit to

FIG. 3. TC as a function of the interdiffusion parameterD for
p51.5 ~highest!, 0.6, 0.3, 0.15~lowest! in units of 1014 cm22. In-
set: Lines of TC535 K ~crosses! and TC560 K ~stars!, in the
(p,D) plane~with J5150 meV nm3).

FIG. 4. Round dots: Curie temperature as a function of the
terlayer distance for a double layer system. In the left panelD
50.5 nm andp51.331013 cm22. In the right D51.5 nm andp
5331013 cm22. Square dots: experimental Curie temperature fo
multilayer case.19
3-5
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experimental data19 than those obtained with the second.
Fig. 5 we plot the corresponding density profiles for thr
different interlayer distances to represent three regions
separation dependence in the Curie temperature. At s
layer separations~upper panels of Fig. 5!, both the hole and
the Mn distributions overlap andTc depends strongly on th
separationd. At intermediate separations~left middle panel
of Fig. 5!, the two layers of Mn do not overlap but the ho
distribution still does. As a result, the layers are coupled
TC is weakly dependent on the interlayer distance. A furt
increase ofd leads to the uncoupled regime whereTC
reaches the single layer value~lower panels
of Fig. 5!.

Both the calculated and the measuredTC decrease asd
increases and they reach a stationary value at larged. Similar
behavior is obtained for several values of (p,D). We have
also calculatedTC for three, four, and five delta layers an
the separation dependence is similar. The steep decline oTC
with separation stops at interlayer distances higher t
about 10 ML, the relevant experimental region. In all the
cases, the theory seems to slightlyunderestimatethe cou-
pling between the layers at intermediate distances. T
might indicate that the density of itinerant carriers in b
tween the magnetic layers might be higher in the experim
than in our calculations. Further theoretical and experime
work might clarify this point.

The increase ofTC in the limit of very smallD can be
understood as the merger of two layers of carrier densitp
and Mn concentrationcM into a single layer with carrier
density 23p and Mn concentration 23cM . Hence, asTC
scales linearly with both the concentration of Mn andpb, we
have TC(D50)5232b3Tc(D5`). For a spread D
50.5 nm, b50.68 and Tc(D50)53.23Tc(D5`). The
growth of a sample with interlayer distanceD comparable
with the interdiffusion lengthD would be very difficult due
to material problems. Hence, the prediction of the theory

FIG. 5. Mn ~shaded regions! and hole density~lines! profiles for
a double layer. Left panel:p51.331013 cm22 per layer andD
50.5 nm. Right panel: p5331013 cm22 per layer and D
51.5 nm. From top to bottom, the interlayer distance is 10, 20,
40 monolayers.
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D smaller than 8 ML is of limited interest and is not show
in Fig. 4.

VI. DIGITAL LAYER INSIDE A QUANTUM WELL

In this section we study the electronic structure and
TC of a single digital ferromagnetic layer inside a quantu
well, using the formalism of Secs. II and III. The mod
predicts that the confinement effect increasesTC up to a
factor of 3 compared with the unconfined single layer. T
system consists of GaxAsAl12x barriers containing a GaAs
well with a single digital layer of Ga0.5AsMn0.5 in the
middle. This structure would be the ferromagnetic analog
the Bed-doped GaAs/Ga12xAsxAl quantum well.34

We model the interface GaAs/GaxAsAl12x as a barrier
potential of heightV5550x meV. The distribution of Mn is
that of Sec. IV, withD50.5 nm,p51.331013 cm22. In Fig.
6 we show the distribution of holes of a 10-ML wide qua
tum well for different values of the aluminum content. As th

d

FIG. 6. Hole-density profiles for different values of the barri
potentialV for a Mn digital layer~vertical lines! with D50.5 nm,
inside a quantum well of 10 ML (LQW52.8 nm). The total density
of holes is p51.331013 cm22. For the sake of clarity, the Mn
distribution has been divided by 20.

FIG. 7. ~a! Curie temperature of a single digital layer, withD
50.5 nm, p51.331013 cm22, in a quantum well as a function o
the barrier heightV for two different values of the well width,
LQW510 and 20 ML.~b! Overlap of the hole and the Mn distribu
tions as a function ofV. ~c! density of states~DOS! at the Fermi
level ~in units of the DOS forV50).
3-6
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barrier potential increases, the hole distribution overla
more the Mn layer, increasing theTC . In Fig. 7 we plotTC
as a function of the barrier height~proportional to the Al
content of the barrier!, for a quantum well width of both 10
and 20 ML~2.8 and 5.7 nm! with a Mn layer in the middle of
the well, with (D50.5 nm, p51.331013 cm22). For the
narrower well the enhancement factor can be as large
2.9 for V5300 meV, which corresponds to 54% of alum
num in the barriers. For a wider quantum well the effect
smaller.

The increase ofTC is due to two factors. The first is th
increase in the overlap between the Mn and the hole di
butions~see Fig. 6!. In Fig. 7~b! we plot the overlap of the
Mn and the hole distributions,*dzAp(z)cM(z)/ApcM, as a
function of the barrier heightV. The increase of the overla
due to confinement is larger for the narrower well. The s
ond factor is the increase of the density of states at the Fe
level ~DOS!. In Fig. 7~c! we plot the DOS as a function o
V, normalized by the DOS at the Fermi level for the ca
V50. At V50 the Fermi level is close to the bottom o
the second heavy hole band so that there three bands
occupied~see Fig. 1!. The effect of the barrier potential i
to increase the energy level spacing so that asV in-
creases, the Fermi level goes below the second heavy-
band and moves towards the bottom of the first light-h
band. For small values ofV the DOS at the Fermi leve
decreases slightly, increasing up to 40% for higher val
of V.

For V.350 meV andLQW510 nm, the Fermi level gets
close to the bottom of the light-hole band where there i
dramatic increase of the DOS at the Fermi level. This le
to an even larger increase of the predicted critical temp
ture. Work is in progress to check if this result~not shown in
the figures! remains when the finite temperature of the fe
mions is taken into account.

We have also checked that, for a 10-ML quantum w
with a density of holes ofp52.531013 cm22, the relative
increase ofTC for V5300 meV, is a factor of 1.8, i.e.
smaller than the enhancement forp51.331013 cm22

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this paper is based on a mode
effective-mass, virtual-crystal and mean-field approxim
tions. A feature of the mean-field theory is thatTC scales
with the square of the exchange coupling constantJ.14,15,25

We have used a value ofJ5150 meV nm3 from Refs. 5 and
25. However, a value three times smaller has also b
reported.35 This would changeTC by a factor of 9. In turn,
this could be compensated in the theory by increasing
density of holes, including the split-off band in th
calculation,15 a larger effective mass associated with the m
tion in an impurity band,36 or a direct ferromagnetic couplin
JM between the Mn atoms.

These caveats indicate the current difficulties with the t
oretical prediction of the absolute values of the Curie te
perature. Our model is less ambitious and is used to pro
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changesin the behavior of the Curie temperature as a fun
tion of parameters that characterize the planar heterost
ture. For instance, we have presented an analysis ofTC for a
single digital layer as a function of the density of compe
sating impurities and the spread of the Mn atoms due
interdiffusion. Our results indicate thatTC increases with the
density of holes and with less interdiffusion~smallerD). The
fact thatTC depends on density in a quasi-two-dimension
system, contrary to a naive calculation with parabolic ban
gives some theoretical support to the experiment by O
et al.17 in which they observed a change ofTC as the density
of holes changes in a In12xAsxMn quantum well in a field-
effect transistor. Our theory could be also applied to mo
ferromagnetism observed in a quantum well ofp-doped
Cd12xTexMn.37

In Sec. V we have presented our calculations for
double-layer system together with the experimental res
for multilayers. The qualitative agreement is good, but
theory seems to underestimate theTC at intermediate inter-
layer distances, i.e., the coupling between the magnetic
ers is larger in the experiment than in the theory. Furt
work on this problem, both in the experimental characteri
tion and in the improvement of the theory, might shed so
light on the microscopic origin of ferromagnetism in th
kind of systems.

In Sec. VI we have studied the confinement effects on
hole carriers that mediate the Mn-Mn magnetic couplin
This leads to a prediction of an increase ofTC by as much as
a factor of almost 3, when a single digital layer is grown in
quantum-well structure. The capability to investigate the s
temic changes on ferromagnetism and to predict observ
effects is a strong point of the effective-mass mean-fi
theory.

In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical framew
to calculate the electronic structure and the critical tempe
ture of heterostructures of III-V ferromagnetic semicondu
tors. This work is an extension of the three-dimensio
case,15 in which the relevance of the spin-orbit interactio
has been pointed out. The main features of the formali
absent in previous papers on heterostructures, are the in
sion of several subbands, necessary because of the high
sity of holes in the system, and the inclusion of the spin-or
interaction, important because it changes both the magn
coupling and the shape of the bands. We have presented
culations of the digital magnetic heterostructures, provid
a qualitative understanding of the experimental values
TC , and we have predicted thatTC for a single digital
layer can increase by a factor of 2 when embedded i
quantum well.
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